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Sheriff gerard way quotes

romancer carla Published on 28/6/2010, 23:07 Quote. Steven: Does Gerard sleep naked? Frank: Yes, he does. Gerard: No, I didn't: You did it when you slept with me. Steven: Wow. My chem exposed. Frank: He said it had to be. (On SURS when answering fan questions.) Oh, you see good Lord, I don't need this shoe, because I already
have two, right here. (After a fan threw a shoe on stage, Congress Theather, Chicago Illinois 4/18/08) I'd rather be a creature of the night than an old guy. Oh shit, it's never happened before... Do we need that? Can you put that on again? (When part of Bob's drums broke, April 8, 2008 at the Crystal Ballroom) It doesn't bother me, does it
bother you?! (When he noticed that his bow tie was open on a show) Clean your fucking ears! (April 4, 2008, Warfield San Francisco, After him and Mikey threw Q-Tips to the audience)... So people keep asking me what this badge is for... This badge makes me sheriff, sheriff of the city of Emo, so get your straight irons and eyeliner ready!
Fuck... Fuck... Oh... I thought... I thought I was going to go blind. (during a show in Noblesville, Indiana, putting your hand in your pants) I have a therapist, we hang out, talk about The Lord of the Rings... That's what's actually happening... Circa Survive have one on My Chemical Romance - they can grow beards! I'd love to grow one. I
would be very grateful if someone would give me the beard. (Adelaide Entertainment Centre, Adelaide - December 3, 2007) (While she pretends to cry) aw fuck it! (Adelaide Entertainment Centre, Adelaide - December 3, 2007) Ⅰ... Don't do.. Know.. Why.. I am.. Crying. (Pretends to cry during 'Mom' – Rod Laver Arena, Melbourne
December 1, 2007) You are all my treasures! You are all my sparkling diamonds and my red red rubies and I want to polish you up and put you in the pocket of my tight little jeans... and take yourself home! (Before 'You Know What They Do To Guys Like Us In Prison', 21/11/07, Metro Arena, Newcastle) Is it only in Scotland that you can
get them?! (Holding an Inflatable Sheep - Aberdeen, Scotland 12/11/07. AECC) Oh man, look at that! You tied it into a ball so he could come to me and everything! This is initiative! But you know what... I could probably be arrested just because I kept it... (After a fan throws a clenched bra on stage, Glasgow, Scotland 27/3/07. SECC) I
didn't have much time to get my feet wet, so I ended up diving right into the deep end, so to speak... and there was a hot minute when I felt like I was just staying afloat. Luckily, my Pretty quick a lifesaver – and, yes, I realize that I may have used too many swimming pool metaphors, but that's the best way to describe the situation.
(Interview about the beginning of his comic The Umbrella Academy, with DarkHorse)aw DarkHorse)aw They say Detroit is one of the toughest cities in the world, but today, Detroit, the girls were tougher than the boys. And I know I'm pretty, but I'm not that damn pretty. Guys, let me hear what you have. Another time, guys let me hear what
the fuck you get! All right, you a bunch of animals. Now is the time to act like animals. Guys, this song is just for you. But I want you to do one thing for me, I want you to take off your fucking shirts, just the guys! Get your shirts off and swing it over your fucking head! I don't care if you have a size 32, or a size 48, or a size 64! Holy shit.
Look at all these shirts. Look at them all - pull out, pull out with this cameras. Pull out! Look at all them fucking shirts! I think we're about to turn this motherfucker around. Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah! (Detroit, MI 8/22/07. Project Revolution Tour, also brodcasted on MySpace.com) I wore
my skull makeup today. But has no one else received the memo? I said DID YOU NOT GET THE FUCKING MEMO?! (Toronto 8/21/07. Project Revolution - Molson Amphitheatre.) I feel very intimate with you guys. It's like we're taking a fucking bath together. (Jones Beach, NY 8/15/07. Project Revolution - Nikon Amphitheatre) We are my
chemical romance! We are a band from New Jersey, and usually we shoot motherfuckers like you! But tonight... They get nothing but love from us. And Texas... has a lot... More... Weapons. (San Antonio, Texas 8-03-07. Project Revolution – the Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre.) The bike! I thought the bike was for me. Isn't it for me?
Because if it's not for me... I don't want it! (San Bernardino 7-28-07. Project Revolution - the Hyundai Pavilion.) (Singing) Everyone ties your shoe, I don't take care of you. Everyone ties your shoe, claps! (Speaking) On three because I want my shoes tied now, so I'm going to tie my fucking shoes!... Wait... okay, (singing) Everyone ties your
shoes, clappes. Everyone ties your shoes, claps. (Speaking) That's probably the damn thing I've done up here. (Birmingham NEC, UK - 22 March 07) What is that? Is this a boa? I love boas, ya knows just say. (Radio One Show at Koko - 02 April 07) The Black Parade must go home soon, so you'll get stuck with My Chemical Romance. I
am sorry. This singer has a despicable mouth, he dresses funny, and he can't sing! (Ft. Lauderdale, FL- 22 April 07) Everyone supports the fuck! I'm not that pretty! (Attempts to get the quantity to stop This happens when you're all borderline psychotic and there's the beauty of this band - our duality. There is also a duality to each band
member. There is a desire to have this constant conflict. When we write a song and it turns out Poppy, we need to make the lyrics really fucked. There are psychosis about everything we do with certainty. One day we will probably write this number one pop voice that will be from a massacre! When I wrote it [I'm not okay], I remembered
how hard it was to be a 16-year-old in high school. I always wanted to be an artist, so I was this loner child who was drunk all the time. I only had one real friend. There was a girl I really liked, and she ended up taking really sloppy photos with her boyfriend, and that really crushed me, I was just swimming in this pit of despair, jealousy and
alcoholism. If you think for a minute that you're better than a sixteen-year-old girl in a Green Day T-shirt, you're sorely wrong. Remember the first time you went to a show and saw your favorite band. They wore their shirts and sang every word. They didn't know anything about scene politics, haircuts or what was cool. All you knew was
that this music made you feel different from anyone you shared a locker with. Someone has finally understood you. That's what music is all about. When I'm ashamed of fans, I feel like I'm not going through it alone. There was a moment in my life when I really wanted to kill myself. And there was another moment when I was close. But
even in my most dirty time, I had some hope. When we started, I had a really big problem and a lot of my loved ones had a really big problem with the fact that I was in total pain up there and there was a time when I was trying to hurt myself off the stage, but I got over it. Like, you should never want to hurt yourself. You should love
yourself. Sometimes you have to somehow die inside to get out of your own ashes and believe in yourself and love yourself and become a new person, and I think that's going to be a lot of what the next record is all about, not stuffing it or anything. Like, it will die over and come back to become what you desperately want to become. We
are all becoming what we want to become. When you're on tour and the minute you tell someone you're from Jersey, it's the equivalent of telling them you've just come out of jail. It takes me a while to tell stories. I think that's because I was drunk for three years. For me, [on stage] I'm all I always wanted to be. It erases everything I hate
about myself. Nothing can hurt me. I feel completely invincible. I have the feeling that everyone else on this stage and we are capable of anything. There is no stopping. We always wanted to be a theatre band, even when we played Keller. Ya know we were the most theatrical band in a basement they would probably ever see. Fuck yes,
I'll get some comfortable pants! Why stop there? Maybe a nice cable knit sweater. Maybe I'll buy a birthday next year. I'm going to get a Dodge Stratus. I go to blockbusters. I'll get whatever shower curtain I want. Because I deserved it. Nothing. I think we should send a country some cupcakes. You think some cupcakes would encourage
North Korea? Kill 'em with delicacy. (If the next country the U.S. would save was) I really hate physical violence, but there's this one where this kid speaks shit forever to this other kid, and the guy comes into this weird jujitsu pose and just punches him. (when asked what was the funniest YouTube video of 2006). What I like about The
Sims is that I don't have a normal life at all, so I play this game where these people have these really boring, worldly lives. It's fun. My Sims family is called The Cholly Family. I do not know why I chose this name; it's a kind of coincidence. The teenage daughter is my favorite, because I just let her go through this goth phase. She's really
kind of a nerdy and she just became a concert violinist, which is pretty huge for the family. And she came to private school. But she started wearing black lipstick and she dyed her hair purple. It's pretty huge. People don't know if I'm gay, straight or an alien from space. his funnyThe only place I'm really afraid of was the Tenderline. I got off
the bus in my makeup and costume and some guy on the other side of the road in front of a crackhouse screamed 'Better stay on the side of the street Motherfucker, I'm going to knock you out!' I'm tired of seeing my face. But I'm tired of seeing my face, because it's my fuckine face. Do you know what I'm saying?' This shit is slightly peasy
pumpkin peasy... Pumpkin cake motherfucker! If you ever see shit ass rock dudes in shit ass rock bands asking you to show them your tits for a backstage pass, I want you to spit right into their fucking face and fuck YOU screams!! It's for the hamster I'm going to buy! That's so perfect! (after the opening of a gift from Frankie - a hamster
wheel - for Christmas) What happened was, I went straight from the side walk into the bushes, and I was all like WOAHHHH! And I killed like so many plants... Gerard: I like Starbucks. I know people will hate me because they say it-Frank: No, you can't-Gerard: -but... it's so damn good! Cameraman: Let's have a day in Gerard's life.
Gerard: 'Go to get coffee! Go to get coffee!' That's all it would be. The song was called 'I Don't Want To Grow Up' and the lyrics are like...'I don't want to grow up [high voice] i don't want to grow up'...'I'm not going to pinch a penny, I'm never going to wear a moustache' — no, I'm sorry, 'I'm never going to grow a moustache or a fraction of an
inch'. And it's just the It kind of sounds like a progeny song. Gerard: Yes, it does somehow! And... she made me this outfit... it was like, green tights. Everything I had built, I had destroyed. You know, I've always wanted to skate in my old school, so of course it's a great idea to play in your first year at a new school fuckin' Peter Pan.
(Talking about his grandmother, he made a costume for his leading role in Peter Pan) Frank: You really have to love someone to... smell them at worst. Gerard: Yes... I'm also getting pretty horrible. So many people will treat you as if you're a kid. So, you could act just as well as one and throw your TV out of the hotel window. Just to know
that it's okay to get confused because there are five guys who are just as confused as you. I wake up in the morning and drink a lot of fucking coffee all day and I smoke a lot of fucking cigarettes and it sucks. It's this kickball game, it's the biggest fun I've ever had. It was biblical, amazing and dramatic and I fucked a little bit, but I was shh –
I was good. [While playing drunk kickball during the Warped Tour] Ray: Did you kick him in the balls? Frank:Yes... Gerard: It just hurt, but I didn't care, but I wondered what he was doing over there, and I was like, Woah he's playing over here and then he kicked me and I was just like... What have I done? Making a plate is like an operation
without anesthetic. You have to cut yourself in the middle first. Then you have to rip out every single organ, every single part and put it on a table. You then need to examine the parts, and the reality of the situation hits you. You find yourself saying things like I didn't know part was so ugly. Or: I'd better get a professional opinion on it. They
go to bed hollow and back to the operating room the next day. . . . in the face of every fear, every disgusting thing you hate about yourself. Then pop everything back in, sew up and perform. . . . You play the way your life depends on it----and in the perfect moments you find, beauty that you never knew existed. You find yourself and your
friends again, you find something to fight for, something you can love. Something that shows the world 2 answers since 28/6/2010, 23:07 5166 views
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